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Abstract 
A recent paper by Eliasmith and Trujillo includes an interesting discussion about the 
role of and approaches for building large-scale brain models. The authors emphasize 
connecting the model to behavior and compare top down and bottom up approaches to 
modeling. In this paper we describe our experience developing the FRAMES model 
with a mixed top down and bottom up brain modeling approach.  The FRAMES model 
focuses on general purpose high level cognitive behavior. The specific goal of the 
FRAMES model was to study the mechanisms of biases in sensemaking. The FRAMES 
model was grounded in the context of behavior by explicitly designing it to perform 
specific spatial and analytical reasoning tasks. We believe that BICA models like 
FRAMES will provide critical insights into building next generation machine learning 
and reasoning. Case studies such as this paper contribute to the engineering foundation 
of BICA. 
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1 Introduction  
How do we get from neuroscience theory and experiment results to a computational model? How 
do we balance a top down focus on behavior with a bottom up focus on neural dynamics? How do we 
make the development process more like engineering than art? This paper describes the development 
of the FRamework for Analogy and Memory Embodied in Spiking neurons (FRAMES) model. The 
FRAMES model emphasized a biologically inspired approach in both top down structure and function 
and bottom up neural dynamics. The FRAMES model consists of 6 brain regions, 17 sub regions, 
approximately 48 thousand neurons with 1.8 million connections (synapses). FRAMES is not as large 
in terms of the number of neurons and synapses as other large-scale models (Eliasmith and Trujillo, 
2014). However, FRAMES is an interesting reference point if you consider anatomical structure 
complexity and neural dynamic complexity as other dimensions for comparing brain models. The two 
most similar models to FRAMES are the Spaun model (Eliasmith et. al. 2012) and the ICARUS 
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MINDS model (Phillips et. al., 2013). Spaun is a large scale spiking neuron model based extensively 
on neuroscience theories. Spaun has sensory processing (vision) and motor processing (arm) that 
allows it to read and write characters. The FRAMES model focuses on sensemaking (Ascoli et. al., 
2014) and has no significant sensory motor processing. Both FRAMES and Spaun have complex basal 
ganglia and prefrontal cortex models but Spaun has no model of relational memory (hippocampus) or 
relational reasoning (analogy). The ICARUS MINDS model is based extensively on neuroscience 
theories of high level cognition. The ICARUS MINDS model performs the same well specified spatial 
and analytical tasks as the FRAMES model (see Lebiere et. al., 2013 for a description). However, the 
FRAMES model is based on different neuroscience theories of how brain regions function and focuses 
on the dynamics of spiking neurons. The next section gives a necessarily simplified account of the 
development of the FRAMES model which focuses on aspects related to the themes in (Eliasmith and 
Trujillo, 2014). 
2 Developing the FRAMES Model 
A major assumption for the FRAMES model was that spiking neurons were needed to recreate 
fundamental high level behaviors that simpler mean firing rate neurons could not easily simulate. 
These behaviors include temporal synchronization both within and between brain regions, spike 
timing dependent plasticity (STDP) for learning and robustness to noise. The decision to use spiking 
neurons within each brain region and for communication between brain regions was a strong bottom 
up architecture driver for the model. At the same time there was a strong top down architecture driver 
(based on the goals of the project to understand mechanisms of bias) to map specific spatial and 
decision making tasks to specific brain regions based on current neuroscience evidence. In some cases 
this mapping was straightforward however many cognitive functions are not localized - they involve 
the interaction of multiple brain regions. There were even more problematic cases where there was 
conflicting neuroscience evidence as to the location of a specific function. For example, integration of 
information for decision making may happen in various regions of the brain depending on the specific 
nature of the information.  
The bottom up thrust of the FRAMES modeling project focused on establishing a common spiking 
simulation environment for implementing and integrating all brain region models. Having a common 
environment makes it easier to control the execution of the entire model and allows communication 
between models via synaptic connections. Early in the project we began to use the Event-Related 
Neural Simulation Tool (ERNST) (Mihalas, 2011) however we found it difficult to interpret models. 
After evaluation of alternatives we chose to use PyNN and PCSIM. PyNN is a simulator independent 
language for spiking neuronal network models (PyNN).  PyNN has abstractions that make modeling 
easier such as neuron populations, layers, columns and connections. The data signals exchanged 
between brain areas use PyNN connections which support a variety of connection types such as all to 
all, random and distance dependent. We used PyNN as a front end to the PCSIM simulator (PCSIM). 
PCSIM is compatible with the rich Python language and environment and supports transparent 
parallelization via the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The full FRAMES model took a few minutes 
to run each application task on 6 cores. 
Another part of the bottom up thrust was to standardize on a common point neuron model in order 
to reduce the complexity of the neural dynamics and make it easier to integrate multiple brain regions.  
PyNN has a number of commonly used predefined models. We chose to standardize on the Mihalas 
and Niebur (M&N) neuron because of its computational efficiency and its ability to reproduce diverse 
spiking patterns (Mihalas and Niebur, 2009). PyNN and PCSIM were extended to handle M&N 
neurons. Due to top down needs to model specific dynamics in one brain region the FRAMES model 
also includes extended Izhikevich neurons (Izhikevich, 2007) that are more complex than the 
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predefined models in PyNN. Also there are some PyNN predefined leaky integrate and fire neurons in 
some simpler brain regions. 
The really challenging aspect of the FRAMES modeling effort was where bottom up met top down 
especially in some specific brain regions (e.g., hippocampus and prefrontal cortex). The top down 
thrust alone was extremely complex because of the scope of the model and the diversity of 
neuroscientists working on the project. Neuroscientists tend to specialize in one brain region and it is 
difficult to connect theories across the separate research communities. The FRAMES model consists 
of the following distinct brain regions:  
• Medial Temporal Lobe (MTL)/Hippocampus 
• Temporal Cortex 
• Prefrontal Cortex 
• Basal Ganglia (connected to a simple Thalamus model) 
• Parietal Cortex 
• Anterior Cingulate Cortex   
The brain regions communicate via pathways identified from anatomical data. Information flow is 
reconfigured for each task by an executive control mechanism. Each brain region model is based on 
anatomical data and neuroscience theory. The region models focus on cognitive functions necessary 
for performance of the specified tasks (every known function of a brain region is not modeled). The 
performance of the FRAMES model was compared to humans performing the same tasks. The average 
correlation for all tasks between the model and human performance was approximately 70%. 
Top down brain modeling is based on theories derived from information gathered from cognitive 
science behavioral experiments and neuroscience experiments that involve brain sensing (e.g., fMRI, 
EEG, single cell recordings) of humans and animals. A cognitive model is often used to bridge 
between theory/experiments and a brain model. A cognitive model is a computational abstraction that 
focuses on behavior and not on anatomical details (Lebiere et. al., 2013). A simple generic process for 
brain modeling is shown below. The final step of this process was not part of the FRAMES modeling 
project. Also a cognitive model was used for only some brain regions in FRAMES as discussed below. 
 
functional tasks->theory/experiment->cognitive model->brain model->practical BICA application   
 
The top down thrust of the FRAMES modeling project started with the development of a model 
design document for each major brain region. This document was conceptually similar to a 
combination of a requirements specification and design document in software engineering. The model 
design document contained a description of:  
• anatomical structure: sub-regions and how they are connected, types of cells (neurons) 
and lower level neural assembly patterns (network structure)  
• functions of the brain region and sub regions relevant to the specific sensemaking tasks  
• internal dynamics (e.g., temporal flow of processing and oscillation patterns) 
• connections to other brain regions   
Note that the model design document contains a mixture of top down (e.g., functions of brain 
regions) and bottom up (e.g., types of cells and oscillation patterns) information. Certain brain regions 
have been studied more than others. The maturity of neuroscience theories and availability of 
experimental evidence varies significantly from one brain region to another. Also we found that the 
middle level (e.g., sub-region structure, function and dynamics) is usually the least understood. 
In this paper we will discuss the development of the three most interesting brain region models: the 
MTL/hippocampus, the basal ganglia and the relational reasoning part of the prefrontal cortex. These 
models are interesting both from the perspective of biologically inspired characteristics and the 
engineering processes used to develop them. The FRAMES prefrontal cortex is a large brain region 
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that has other interesting aspects such as evidence integration that are not discussed here. The starting 
points for each of these brain region models were quite different. The MTL/hippocampus was a 
complete rebuild of an existing neural model. The prefrontal cortex was derived from a very complex 
cognitive model. The basal ganglia was built by combining and repartitioning pieces of existing neural 
models. 
The FRAMES model of the MTL/hippocampus brain region is called the Relational Memory 
Binding, Encoding, and Reconstruction (RMBER) model (Watson et. al., 2013). The predecessor to 
RMBER was a neural model based on adaptive resonance theory (ART) (Vineyard et., al., 2009). This 
ART model lacked flexibility so the hypotheses for RMBER was that more flexibility could be 
attained by adding biological detail in the form of spiking neurons with specific temporal dynamics. 
Relational memory is one of the primary cognitive mechanisms for storing and recalling knowledge.  
According to neuroscientific theories the hippocampus forms representations of arbitrary or 
accidentally occurring relations among the constituent elements of experience. This includes spatial, 
sequence (temporal), and associative (co-occurrence) relations among items (Konkel and Cohen 
2009). RMBER is a non-linear dynamical model based upon hippocampal anatomy and 
electrophysiology. RMBER uses timing and synchronization (e.g., gamma and theta cycles) to 
perform pattern separation and completion that is robust to noise and variation. RMBER decomposes 
the complex temporal firing trajectories of entorhinal cortex input neurons into subcomponents that 
encode the input’s phase and frequency information within the high-dimensional space of the dentate 
gyrus. These subcomponents of the input are combined within a highly recurrent CA3 model to 
recover the original pattern input timings. The reconstituted signal is then mapped back to the correct 
inputs within CA1.   This decomposition and reconstitution is similar to performing a discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) followed by an inverse DFT on the entorhinal cortex inputs, and allows the rapid 
encoding and reconstruction of any arbitrary pattern of input timings.  RMBER has been used to 
represent a large variety of relationships identified by neuroscience experiments including simple 
relationships between items, complex spatial trajectories, and complex arbitrary configurations. 
Relational reasoning and learning is a mechanism humans use to learn from sparse data (possibly 
one example) and transfer previously learned knowledge to a new task. Humans have the 
extraordinary ability to recognize similarities in situations by matching relations and roles and not just 
features of individual entities. People frequently try to match current situations with specific previous 
situations (e.g., they make an analogy between the Iraq War and the Vietnam War) and generalized 
situation patterns (e.g., the Iraq War matches the schema for US interventions in foreign countries). 
Experts have a large “library” of specific situations (source analogs) and generalized patterns 
(schemas) that they have learned in their long term memory. Relational reasoning is used in FRAMES 
to match the antecedent of a rule (source analog) retrieved from memory in hippocampus to the 
currently perceived situation (target analog). 
The FRAMES PFC relational reasoning model started as a very complex cognitive model called 
Learning and Inference with Schemas and Analogies (LISA) (Hummel and Holyoak, 2003). An 
extensive effort was undertaken to map LISA to a neural substrate (Knowlton, et. al., 2012). Part of 
the semantic representation of words was also partitioned off into the FRAMES temporal cortex. The 
PFC-RR model performs dynamic role binding by neural synchrony. For example, in Paul drives the 
Subaru. the Paul->driver binding is out of phase with the Subaru->driven binding. 
The basal ganglia is highly connected with other brain regions and has multiple loops and parallel 
pathways. The FRAMES basal ganglia was derived top down and bottom up from pieces of existing 
neural models including COVIS (COmpetition between Verbal and Implicit Systems) model of 
category learning (Ashby et. al., 2011) and the FROnto-STriatal (FROST) model of working memory 
maintenance (Ashby et. al., 2005). The associative loop is involved in the gating of information into 
working memory and the maintenance of information in working memory. This loop goes between the 
lateral PFC and more rostral regions of the basal ganglia. The sensorimotor loop between cortex and 
more caudal regions of the basal ganglia is involved in a form of reinforcement learning. The attention 
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to neural fidelity in this model resulted in a proposed new mechanism for actively erasing the content 
of working memory. 
3 Conclusions 
In this paper we described our experience with a hybrid top down bottom up brain modeling 
approach. It is possible that a primarily top down approach would have been easier but it is unclear 
how we could have leveraged existing neural models. Perhaps brain modeling should be moving in a 
similar direction as software engineering where systems are being built by assembling large open 
source components and frameworks rather than developing the whole system from scratch. Although 
we discussed a purely bottom up “build it and behavior will emerge” approach it seems highly 
unlikely it would have resulted in a working model within the time allotted for this project.      
Top down mapping of the scope and goals of the model (e.g., developing a list of functional tasks) 
to relevant cognitive/neuroscience theories and evidence proved to be challenging.  Many theories and 
experiments are based on simple artificial tasks (e.g., Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Iowa Gambling 
Task) that do not map well to complex real world tasks. Also different people may use different 
cognitive strategies for the same problem and sometimes even the same person uses different 
strategies depending on context. It is often the case that there is a large literature on relevant 
behavioral research with little or no corresponding literature on neuroscience. It is also common that 
there are competing theories and little consensus on the neural mechanisms. 
Another major challenge is bridging the gap from neuroscience theory to a neural design of a 
spiking model (i.e., top down to bottom up). In some cases this gap is not too large because some form 
of neural model exists. In other cases you may have to start with some combination of a cognitive 
model, behavioral data, anatomical data, and neuroscience experiment results.  The FRAMES model 
design document helped collect and organize this mess of data but it needed to be interpreted to define 
appropriate neuron types and parameters as well as neuron populations/layers and connectivity 
between populations.  Questions about the right level of detail often occur (Ashby and Helie, 2011). 
This process is still in the early stages of evolution from an art to an engineering discipline.  One way 
to improve this process would be to encourage the collection, description and dissemination of neural 
design patterns in the computational neuroscience community. This effort would be similar to the 
widely accepted design patterns approach in the software engineering community. 
Finally, the integration of brain region models developed by different teams proved to be very 
challenging. New tools for tuning neuron parameters and testing interfaces are clearly needed. Despite 
this difficulty we believe that integrated brain region models will lead to major insights for BICA. We 
believe that studying the interactions between brain region models with complex dynamics will 
significantly contribute to solving the BICA Challenge. Models like Spaun, ICARUS MINDS and 
FRAMES are important steps in that direction. 
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